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ON WRITING SYLLABLES: THREE EPISODES OF SCRIPT TRANSFER
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New

York City

grammatim @ att.net
Ten years
writing,

after the initial presentation

we may

Of special

the Semitic-derived scripts of Asia.

ment from

on the syllabic origin of
examples from

return to the writing of syllables, with

interest are the develop-

Aramaic abjad (consonantary) to the Indie abugida
('syllabary' with vowel inherent in the basic symbol), the migration of
consonant symbols from a syllable to an adjacent aksara in Indie and
the refinement of this practice in Tibetan, and the Korean decomposition and recognition of the syllable in light of Chinese grammatical thethe

ory.

The

1.

syllabic origin of writing

was anMilwaukee Symposium on Linguistics and Literacy (Daniels
would like to take up three episodes of 'script transfer' that involve

In returning to syllables ten years after the syllabic origin of writing

nounced

at the

1992b),*

I

writing syllables.

where

Asia,
is

all

1

I

investigate the diversification of script types across Asia

the types (perhaps excepting the alphabet)

the transfer of Semitic writing to India.

Tibet.

And

Second

is

had

the transfer of Indie writing to

third is the invention of a distinctive type of writing in

perhaps involved Tibetan influence.

When

Korea, which

these episodes of transfer are com-

pared with other examples of the spread of scripts across the continent, a
tor

comes

my

1.1

The

new

fac-

into view.

In order to clarify this
to

—

their origin. First

new

factor,

I

need

to revisit the

twin insights that led

understanding of the syllabic origin of writing.

A

typology of writing

initial insight

resulted from uneasiness with

my

teacher

I. J.

Gelb's 'principle

of unidirectional development' (1952, etc.): the claim that script types succeed

I

one another in a specific order of development, that no stage can be skipped, and
that the sequence cannot be reversed. That is, logograms can only give rise to syllabograms, and syllabograms can only give rise to alphabets. My objections to that
scenario were published in the Journal of the American Oriental Society in 1990. It
is simply counterintuitive for the theory to require calling the Northwest Semitic
scripts syllabaries,

and

it

is

counterintuitive to insist that Ethiopic writing

is

an

al-

phabet (see also Daniels 2000).

The

first insight,

then,

was

to

recognize that the traditional

cation of scripts, going back at least to Isaac Taylor (1883),

pology.

The Northwest Semitic

scripts are not syllabaries

is

tripartite classifi-

not an adequate ty-

— but neither

are they
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alphabets (the only alternative in the tripartite view).

sonant-only type

is

do

The name

I

use for the con-

the Arabic term 'abjad'. Similarly, not all scripts that encode

syllables are simply syllabaries.
that

(Spring 2000)

so: syllabaries

There are two entirely different kinds of

scripts

proper (like Mesopotamian cuneiform, the Greek sylla-

B and Cypriote], and Japanese kana); and what I call 'abugidas'
from an Ethiopic term: Abugidas encode syllables, but the graphic shapes of the
characters explicitly indicate both the consonant and the vowel that constitute the

baries [Linear

syllable concerned.

same consonant

The

basic shape for each set of syllables beginning with the

and vowels are denoted by adshape itself denotes the syllable consisting of the consonant plus the unmarked vowel, usually /a/ ( 1 ).
reflects the original abjadic letter,

ditions to the consonantal base; except that the basic

(1)

Ethiopic

1

a

u

i

a

e

0/e

o

A

A-

A.

A

A,

A

A°

The type is most familiar from the scripts of India, which derive from the ancestral
Brahmi of the time of Asoka (mid third century b.c.e.). (To state it using Gelb's
approach, alphabets derive from abjads, and so do abugidas
arose only once,
(2)

we

where

can't really state a rule as to

logosyllabary -> syllabary

—>

abjad

it

[2]. Since an abjad
must have come from.)

alphabet -? featural/Hangul

t^>

abugida^
1.2

Unsophisticated and sophisticated grammatogeny

The second

insight contributing to

my Milwaukee presentation developed from the

all the exammodern times, we find that both syllabaries and abugidas
Thus Sequoyah's Cherokee script (3) is a syllabary, but

recognition of the two kinds of syllable-encoding scripts. Looking at
ples of script invention in

have been created.
Evans's Cree script (4)
(3)

Cherokee

Cree

an abugida.

RDWJrG^
e

(4)

is

a

la

tsi

nah

wu

i£5

P

A*>

we

li

ne

mo

y

...

gi

...

'
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Catastrophic script transfer

Let these two observations remain in the back of the reader's mind: the multiplicity of types, and the unsophisticated/syllabary, sophisticated/abugida contrast. The
kind of script transfer that interests

me

at this point

tered

might be termed 'catastrophic'

— usually when

somewhat passe mathematical sense)
people takes up writing from somewhere

(in the

else, or

when

a previously unlet-

a major change hap-

in the course of script transmission. A specimen of the former is the beginning
Greek alphabetic literacy: The Phoenician script writes only consonants; the
Greek script uses six of the Phoenician letters
which denoted consonants absent
from the Greek language
for vowels. This seems to have happened by accident:
The first Greek scribe didn't understand the Phoenician language, or how to write
it, particularly well, misheard the names of those letters, and misinterpreted them
as letters for what he (or she) heard as vowels beginning those names.

pens
of

—

—

1.4

Gentle script transfer

Before turning to

my first example of script transfer, I will mention some examples

of less catastrophic script transmission.

The spread of

the

roman alphabet

across

Europe with Western Christianity proceeded with little change to the script itself:
rarely were letters added, but letters are frequently provided with diacritics. (The
contrast with the situation in the Eastern churches,
scripts, is instructive

where languages received new

but a matter for another occasion.)

Remaining within Asia, we can observe

the progression of

Aramaic

scripts

through successive stages of Iranian languages: Parthian, Middle Persian, Pahlavi

Middle Persian Psalter and Book Pahlavi are shown in [5] )," Sogand several Christian usages. For centuries, the script remained abjadic,
even though in Semitic scripts the importation of Greek and Iranian loanwords
seems to have provided some impetus toward ever fuller notation of vowels and
eventually toward the addition of optional vowel markings in Syriac, Arabic, and
Hebrew sacred texts. Moreover, in Iranian scripts, lettershapes tended to merge so
that the inventory of symbols grows ever smaller and texts harder to read.
(the script of the

dian,

(5)

'

MidPers

jj

Pahlavi

bgdhwzhykl mns
j

j

^j

*_\

J

j

1

1

a»

j>

^ j

^

^ei

1

**

j

j

^,

4

Nonetheless Aramaic

—

script

5

continued

its

j_

(

s*

a

'

1

\

ps qr
a
v

g ^

1

<J.<»t

s

t

aa_

»

*o

<

journey eastward into the so-called

successively (originating from the Sogdian) Uyghur, Mongoand Manchu. Fortunately the phonemic inventories of the Turkic, Mongolic,
and Tungusic languages are more limited than those of Iranian, and total crisis did
not ensue; the original West Semitic inventory of letters can still be discerned (cf.
Altaic languages
lian,

Daniels 2001: 60-61, tables 3.13-3.14).

Two developments from Aramaic
accounted

for,

that do not follow this pattern remain
however: Avestan and Arabic. More on these anon.

to

be
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Transfer to India

now

turn to

of India that

between
think, to

my

first

case of script transfer, that of the origin of the Brahmi script

all the Indian scripts. Keeping in mind my distinction
and 'unsophisticated' grammatogeny, I would like, I
pun on the English word 'sophisticated'.

ancestral to

is

'sophisticated'

make

a

For what was the most sophisticated grammatogeny of all? Who had the most
grammatical sophistication when a script was needed? Clearly, it was Indie society. Panini and his initial commentators date several centuries before the bringing
of writing to India.

Brahmi

is

now dated no

earlier than the earliest attestations in

Asoka, around 250 (all dates in this paragraph b.c.e.) (Falk 1993, cf.
Salomon 1995). S. M. Katre (1987:xix) places him 'c. 6th century'; Paul Kiparsky

the reign of

(1994:2918)

'c.

350';

in Panini's time,

it

George Cardona

(p.c.) cautiously says that if writing existed

plays no role in his work. Writing seems to have

first

come

to

where users of Aramaic came into contact
and the Kharosthi script was built on the model of

India in the far northwest a bit earlier,

with South Asian civilization,

—

the language is called
an Aramaic abjad. But even the earliest Indie inscriptions
Prakrit in general
are not written with consonants only. (The claim by some In-

—

vowel notation was adapted from Semitic vowel pointing some thoulatter was invented has been sufficiently ridiculed that
it need not be belabored.) Vowels are marked by strokes added to the consonantal
shapes (6-9). Each of these basic consonant symbols plus the additions is called
which is also the word for 'syllable' in Sanskrit grammar.
an aksara
dicists that

sand or so years before the

—

(6)

i

1

d

b

d

s

v

t

y
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(12) Tibetan

(
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12).

ka

ki

ku

ke

ko

TV

TV

TV

TV

TV

Indo-Aryan and Dravidian languagencounter a very different morphological type: instead of inflection, we find isolation; we find monosyllabic
morphemes that end with consonants, where it would be disadvantageous for syl-

However,

es, to Tibet,

crossing from India, with

in

with

lable-, that is

its

its

Sino-Tibetan language,

morpheme-,

final

consonant

we

letters to

be combined with

letters be-

ginning succeeding syllables. Tibetan has overcome this problem by using
size

consonant

letters following the

vowel

— and innovating an obligatory

<

full-

sylla-

ble-end mark, the dot at the right shoulder of the last letter of the syllable. There
can even be a syllable-final cluster, ending with s (after voiced stops and nasals g,

m)

ng, b,

or

d

(after continuants n,

r,

or

/).

Syllable-initial clusters can include up to four letters: one is taken as the radwhich can have others before, above, and below it. Thus a Tibetan syllable
can have as many as six letters plus a vowel mark, as in ( 13),
ical,

(13)

Q*AC\Qi

bsgrubs 'established'

^>
0]' ga is the radical, accompanied by CJ b(a) as both prescript and postr(a) in its combining form
^] s(a) as both superscript and post-postscript,
as subscript, and the vowel marker
for u. (An <3-final syllable with an initial

where
script,

—

^

—

consonant cluster CCa ends with a dummy symbol to preclude the reading CaC.)
reducing clusters, innovatToday's Colloquial Tibetan has changed so greatly
while orthography has remained fixed (R. A. Milling tone and rounded vowels
er 1956) that the word in (13) is pronounced [cjjub]. But the syllable-final dot is

—

—

still

used.

may be taken as one example among many of the untruth of
G. Patel (and, following him, D. Gary Miller 1994:55) that
Brahmi 'represents the Sanskrit sound system so well that it must have had a long
Tibetan writing

the assertion

by

P.

developmental history' (1993:203); Patel attributes this assertion to A. L. Basham,
but all Basham says is that 'its development must have been at least in part deliberate', and 'it was the most scientific script of the world' (1967:396 [not 394]).
Basham actually takes no position at all regarding the date of invention of Brahmi.

What comparison of early and
matter of English, shows,

is

late stages of the

orthography of Tibetan, or for that
its language well is at the

that a script that represents

very beginning, not a late stage, of its development: language continually changes,
while writing tends to remain the same.

4.

So

Transfer to Korea
far

we have

considered two ways of writing that turn on the representation of
Brahmi or Tibetan, in limited parts of the

syllables. Additionally, earlier than

Greek world, two

syllabic orthographies

had been

in use.

Despite clever analyses

4

"
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by generations of philologists and linguists, the very fact that they did not accompany Greek colonists to other parts of the Mediterranean indicates that they were

more cumbersome than useful: their inadequacies must have outweighed their value. So Linear B went out of use, and the Cypriote syllabary yielded
eventually
even in Cyprus
to the alphabet that had been taken from the Phoenicians.

—

—

Indie orthography employs graphic syllables that can contradict phonological
syllables
ic

—

by combining

all

consonants

in a cluster

—

tautosyllabic or heterosyllab-

into a single visual unit. Tibetan orthography uses both full

of letters to notate

all

and reduced forms

the segments, but strictly within a syllable, innovating a no-

tation for syllable boundary.

We now

reach a point where the script sequence briefly mentioned earlier,

Aramaic letters across Asia to Mongolia and beyond, impinges
on the more southerly sequence culminating in Tibetan. Kubla Khan, ruler of much
of Inner Asia in the second half of the thirteenth century
perhaps literate in
Mongolian, perhaps not, but presumably aware of the inadequacy of its much-borrowed script for representing the language
ordered up the creation of a script to
record all the languages of the empire (including Tibetan, Uyghur, Chinese, and
Mongolian, though in practice it seems to have been used primarily for Mongolian). The result was an abugida, known as the hPags pa script, where the lettershapes clearly come from Tibetan ( 14), but the indicators for vowels other than a
are separate (smaller) letters and all follow their consonants (the letters run in colthe progression of

—

—

umns, so

all

vowel

letters are

There

is

below

their consonants, rather than in different po-

generally and Tibetan particularly).
no indication of syllable demarcation, but Mongolian seems fairly cluster-

sitions relative to the

consonants as

free.

(14)

k

in Indie
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Korean, suggesting

calls attention to the syllabic organization of

it

from

fitting into

any

that

of the 'types' that are appropriate for the rest of

(Sampson's 'featural' type is needed anyhow for sophisticated
Pitman or Gregg shorthand and Bell's Visible Speech.) To
me it is important that all the elements of a syllable
initial consonant(s), voware included within one Chinese character-like syllable
els, final consonant(s)
block. The arrangement into blocks takes the place of a Tibetan-style syllable-dividing marker. It is interesting to note that over the centuries Korean spelling has
grown more morphophonemic (15; King, WWS 223).
4
the world's scripts.

grammatogenies

like

—

—

15th

(15)

16th

c.

u —LM

on

I

Traditionally,

Hangul

M
l

(nim.kum.mi)

nimkum-i 'lord-NOM' (nim.ku.mi)

cap-a 'catch-iNF'

18th/19thc.

c.

mT3^|
(nim.kum.i)

A*\

#*}

#°f

(ca.pa)

(cap.pa)

(cap. a)

seen as a completely indigenous invention, with

is

its

(Though this view seems
letters were not brush-based but

visual aspect based on the prevailing Chinese esthetic.
to

overlook the fact that the earliest shapes of the

When we

geometric, designed to be cut in woodblocks.)

take into account that the

to Korea, we
Chinese probably came in along
with it. As long ago as 1912, J. S. Gale compared various scripts
including Devanagari and Chinese phonetic notation
with Korean, but the one that has found
most favor as the possible stimulus and model for Korean letters is hPags pa. The
suggestion was set out by E. R. Hope in 1957 (see [14] above), with acknowledgments to several predecessors. Gari Ledyard ( 1966:336-49), in the most detailed
study of the origin of Hangul, accepts Hope's suggestion and improves it considerably by comparing the original forms of the Korean letters rather than the modern brush-written forms. Hope also compared some Tibetan letters where he
considered the hPags pa too different from the Korean, but Ledyard discards these.

invention of Hangul

must recognize

is

connected with the introduction of Buddhism

that writing systems other than the

—

—

Perhaps, though, hPags pa

and even model

is

not the only possible candidate as inspiration

Korean. Lloyd Anderson (1992; p.c.)
has suggested that the sidewise versus bottomward positioning of the two classes
for the alphabetization of

of Korean vowels might relate to the various positionings of the vowel marks in
Indie scripts. In hPags pa, though, the vowels can only follow their consonants; in

Tibetan they can only be above or below; but

can go

left, right,

in Indie are the

options simply right or below, nor

related with phonetic quality as in Korean,
right

in earlier Indie scripts,

vowel marks A

above, or below the consonant sign their vowels follow. Nowhere
is

the spatial arrangement cor-

where nonrounded vowels go

to the

and rounded vowels below.

Korea as Hangul gradually overcommon use, and North Korean orthography shows that characters can be dispensed with and Korean can be
effectively written with Hangul alone. I should mention two other scripts with orChinese characters have remained

came

various obstacles to

its

in

success and

use

came

in

into

^4
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Chinese writing: Japanese kana, and the Women's Script of southern
Hunan. Both hiragana and katakana of Japan are syllabaries simplified from Chinese characters. Characters
kanji
have of course not been abandoned in Japan, and Japanese scholars insist that they cannot be.
igins in

—

—

The only somewhat detailed description of Women's

Script in a Western lanby an anthropologist, William W. Chiang (1995 [pub. 1997]), and is frustratingly vague about the details. Graphic variants of some 719 standard Chinese
characters (with 1 ,535 shapes overall) are used for their phonetic values only, representing 492 different syllables, or else not (Daniels forthcoming).

guage

is

Transfers from Aramaic

5.

odd-seeming juncture, I will return briefly to the two derivatives of Aramamentioned earlier: Avestan and Arabic. The Avestan alphabet was devised, apparently around the 5th century C.E., to record the Avestan scriptures
which by then were already a thousand and more years old and had been preserved strictly by oral tradition. Many more sounds needed to be accounted for
than could be written with the then-current Iranian scripts, Pahlavi and the Middle
Persian Psalter script, and the Avestan alphabet includes consonants from both, as
well as no less than 16 vowel letters, the inspiration for which seems to have been
At

this

ic script I

knowledge of Greek writing (16).
(

m

16)

Avestan Alphabet

(after Skjaerv0,

WWS 527)
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but perhaps not exclusively because the Qur'an

whose shapes had merged

in

Arabic script

came

to

needed to be written, letters
be differentiated by patterns of

dots (17). (These dots are found already in the earliest surviving secular papyri,

(17) Arabic

More

we know predate

btnrzhgssfq

from the Cairo Geniza, which as far as

V°0

J

J

£

£

the

first

t_r"

written

lT

Qur 'ans.)

«-*

J

used to differentiate the surplus of consonants *
and the modified letters are §
preserved in Arabic over those used in Aramaic
based on exactly those that had merged, centuries earlier, in the history of Aramaic

interestingly, dots are

(18).

(18)

*t

J

1

—

Daniels:
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comparison with the abugida of Ethiopia.

The vocalization of Ethiopic script took place concurrently with the conversion of
the Aksumite kingdom to Christianity. The missionaries are usually said to have
been Syrian or Coptic or even Greek. But Syrian scribes could not have brought
vowel notation, since it did not yet exist in Syriac script. Coptic or Greek scribes
would have added vowel letters as in their own alphabets. The only reasonable explanation

is

came with

that the missionaries

who Christianized Ethiopia in the mid 4th century
who sailed between India and Ethiopia, from

the well-attested traders

well-known Martomite Christian community of the west coast of India, foundlegend by the Apostle Thomas himself (Daniels 1992a). They brought not
the shapes of the vowel marks, but the idea of how to indicate vowels. Compare
the vocalization of Brahmi in (6) with the vocalization of Ethiopic in ( 1 ), especially (g) in the former with similarly shaped {1) in the latter. Brahmi letters retain their
shape beneath the vowel appendages; Ethiopic letters bend, and this is not a matter
of cursivizing development, for we have inscriptions dated to nearly successive
years, unvocalized and vocalized, showing that from the start, the consonants had
the

ed

in

their rather flexible forms.

Thus

the invention of the abugida occurred in a grammatically savvy milieu.

Roy Andrew
skrit

Miller (1962/1976) shows that Tibetan linguistics incorporated Sanphonological awareness, term for term: The equally well informed savants of

Tibet created a script that preserved what was useful of the Indie system and added
a treatment of final consonants

and syllable structure

that

was

better suited to the

Tibetan type. This did not happen when, around the same time, Indie script came
to the Tibeto-Burman language Burmese. Syllable-final consonants have a 'killer'
mark as in Sanskrit (conjuncts are not needed in Burmese, but they are used in Indie

words

[19]; a

complete inventory of them

is

found

in

Khmer

or

Cambodian

[20]).

(19)

Burmese: ^cnobdjrrpcs^Gcoo abhaykroiichuiso but

(20)

Khmer Consonants

fj

n

with Subscript Forms

3

(Schiller,

cp

§

buddha

WWS 470)

.
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women who were

denied the Chinese Classical

education available to the best of the men.
I

hope

language

to

to

have convinced the reader

language under

many

that while scripts

and appropriateness, real innovation

cannot help learning

to

must be informed by grambe written
metalinguistic

in script transfer

matical understanding of the language that

knowledge of one's language: the

can be passed on from

circumstances, with varying degrees of success

result of

is

to

deep

—

One
One must be^

study, not simple copying.

speak the language of one's surroundings.

Many, like Charlemagne, can read but not write. But to create writ- W|
one of the highest achievements of all. King Sejong, for your 600th birthday,

taught to read.
ing
I

is

salute you!

NOTES
*

A

preliminary version of this talk was presented at the 26th North American

Conference on Afroasiatic Linguistics, New Orleans, April 5, 1998. 1 am grateful
for comments on that occasion from Vit Bubenik, Robert Fradkin, and Olga Kapeliuk. Bill
1

A

Bright

made valuable

contributions to this version.

fourth transfer, of Phoenician script to Greece,

paign conference, but that topic was out of place

was discussed

in that context,

at the

and

Cham-

that portion

has been published separately as Daniels 1999.
2

The Iranian

fonts used in (5)

and (16) are courtesy

P.

Oktor Skjaervo, Harvard

University.
3

Ledyard 1997:56

Cf.

for just criticism of

Young-Key Kim-Renaud
4

Hope's approach. I am grateful to
volume The Korean Alphabet.

for the gift of her edited

Confirmed by Oktor Skjaerv0 and Denis Sinor, respectively

(p.c.

7 April 1998).
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